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Omniscient Writing: 
       The friends Jerry and Jenny both got interested in Egypt’s 
Curse, but they never told each other that they saw it on today’s 
news. They met through working in an archeology center. They 
both were thinking  of telling each other to go there. They of 
course never knew that they both wanted to go there.What they 
also didn’t know is that the curse is real. Would they make it 
out alive? 
       Jerry and Jenny planned trips there thinking they were 
going alone.They both got permission to go inside the “Pyramid 
of Giza” at the same time. They didn’t know this was a trap. 
They met, but it was too late. “Hi Jenny!” “Hi Jerry!”they 
greeted each other but the Curse was activated. “Fi Fa Foe Pom! 
Wait,how do you say that rhyme again?I've been sitting here 
for millions of years.”The cursed pyramid said. “Ha Ha you 
don’t know how to say that!”Jerry said. Jenny was laughing as 
hard as Jerry. 



“Silence!Respect me or you will pay!”the cursed pyramid said 
“Nope you faker” savage Jerry said dabbing with Jenny. The 
next second they disintegrated. 

 
First Person:(Jerry) 
I was watching the News that was talking about Egypt's Curse 
which I knew was a joke.Jenny never watches the news so she 
won’t know about it. I just want to screw the people who set this 
up and become rich instead of spending my time on boring 
archeology to get some money.The next day I planned a flight 
to Egypt,Giza and there I met Jenny my archeology parter “Hi 



Jenny” I said and we then heard this weird voice “Fi Fa Foe 
Pom!Wait how do you say that rhyme again?I've been sitting 
here for millions of years.”That moment I realized these fakers 
are dumb heads.”Ha Ha you don’t know how to say that!” I 
exclaimed laughing with Jenny.  
“Silence!Respect me or you will pay!” I then said “Nope you 
Faker” while savagely dabbing. I then disintegrated as a 
memer.Now  I’m writing to you from heaven. 
 
P.S. respect the Illuminati!

 


